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When compared to Carter and Ellram's framework, three of the seven factors coincide with factors described
in the framework and two factors indirectly relate to the framework. The two factors not specifically
represented are costs and formalization. Yuexia Gu Full Text Available Objective: Combined the current
situation with the development trend of reverse logistics, the article focus on the research of Internet of Things
application in the reverse logistics information management, starts with the study of reverse logistics
information system, and describes the system structure and system process in applying Internet of Things in
reverse logistics information management, finally brings forward the constraints like management and
economic ones in applying the technology to the system. Findings: The study provides empirical insights
about how the food brand is related to customers of India. It proposes a generic model framework for
performing reverse logistics for any fast food product which can be applied by any food industry in future.
Keywords Reverse supply chain management, Remanufacturing, Recycling, Reverse logistics. The purpose of
this study is to observe and analyse the association of customers with an Indian food brand by performing
sentiment analysis on the twitter feeds. The third-party Practical implications The findings provide
practitioners with an understanding of what factors are most important to consider when managing RL
programs. The study aims to expand the domain of sentiment analysis by including the aspect of reverse
logistics and government involvement related aspects than is normally found in the Netnography literature.
Ample opportunities exist for the growth of this field due to its multi-functional and interdisciplinary focus.
Research Application and Limits: This paper focuses on how the enterprise should apply the Internet of
Things technology in reverse logistics, and how to build this system in detail and what the flow planning is
made. Issues To Be Considered As previously noted, the purpose Sentiment analysis will be performed on the
collected Twitter feeds. Although the paper offers many suggestions for future research, the paper proposes
that investigating ways to increase formalization of RL programs and establish RL as a profit center within
organizations may be the areas in greatest need for additional scholarly research. This thesis is only limited to
the analysis of constraints impeding the development of the reverse logistics MIS, including management
constraints, economic constraints, hardware technology, data security and rights management constraints.
When a brand is being introduced it is necessary that it must follow all regulatory norms especially when it is
a food product. The model developed was complemented by news articles collected from blogs and the reverse
logistics process of different industries. It suggests that when a famous brand faces a ban, customers go crazy
for it opposing the government, food authority, etc. Significance: The objective of this study is to encourage
and provide researchers with future research directions in the field of reverse logistics for which only
empirical research methods are not appropriate. By making such a comparison, the paper identifies areas of
practical relevance that are being adequately addressed in the literature, as well as areas that may need further
attention. This is the first time a sentiment analysis is used in the study of a food brand regarding Reverse
Logistics. Besides, the system will be engaged in data mining in backflow prediction data and re-processing
data at regular and irregular intervals. Publication date: 1 November Abstract Purpose The purpose of this
paper is to identify the key issues faced by today's supply chain professionals when managing reverse logistics
RL processes and compare these issues with the topics examined in extant research. The objectives of this
paper are to: report and review various perspectives on design and development of reverse SC, planning and
control issues, coordination issues, product remanufacturing and recovery strategies, understand and
appreciate various mechanisms available for efficient management of reverse supply chains and identify the
gaps existing in the literature.


